Background: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a family of short, non-coding RNAs that have been linked to critical cellular activities, most notably regulation of gene expression. The identification of miRNA is a cross-disciplinary approach that requires both computational identification methods and wet-lab validation experiments, making it a resourceintensive procedure. While numerous machine learning methods have been developed to increase classification accuracy and thus reduce validation costs, most methods use supervised learning and thus require large labeled training data sets, often not feasible for less-sequenced species. On the other hand, there is now an abundance of unlabeled RNA sequence data due to the emergence of high-throughput wet-lab experimental procedures, such as next-generation sequencing.
Background
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are short (~18-25 nt), non-coding RNA (ribonucleic acid) sequences involved in cell regulation at both the post-transcriptional and translational levels. Regulation is achieved through inhibition of translation at the ribosome or targeting messenger RNA (mRNA) for degradation prior to translation. Studies have suggested that the majority of mRNA may be targeted by one or more miRNA [1] , thereby implicating miRNA in cell cycle control [2] , biological development [3, 4] , differentiation [5] , cancer biology [6] [7] [8] [9] and other disease pathogenesis [10] , stress response [11] [12] [13] , and adaptation to environmental stresses [14, 15] .
Clearly, the ability to identify miRNA within genomes is an important first step in understanding their function. Computational approaches to identifying miRNA are complementary to costly and resource-intensive wetlab validation experiments such as northern blotting [16] , RT-PCR [9] and microarrays [17] .
A wide range of computational methods have been developed for the identification of miRNA directly from genomic sequence (i.e., de novo methods) or from nextgeneration sequencing data (i.e., NGS methods) [18, 19] . These techniques search the input data for pre-miRNA sequences forming miRNA-like hairpins and classify them based on computed sequence-or expression-based features. This task is made difficult by the high prevalence of pseudo-miRNA sequences within the genome that appear to fold into miRNA-like structures but do not lead to actual miRNA. This leads to significant class imbalance, where the number of true positives sequences is dwarfed by the number of negative (pseudo-miRNA) sequences. This is particularly true for de novo prediction methods, since they must consider all candidate pre-miRNA sequences and are not restricted to considering only those sub-sequences that are expressed in the cell, as is the case with NGS-based methods. However, de novo methods are more widely applicable since they do not require NGS transcriptomic data, only genomic sequence data.
Existing methods of miRNA identification rely on supervised machine learning (ML). In this paradigm, decision logic is learned directly from labeled training examples of both known miRNA and pseudo-miRNA. Effective classifiers require large quantities of labeled training data. However, for many species, there is a paucity of known miRNA, effectively limiting the accuracy of any supervised learning approach. For example, miRBase [20] contains experimentally validated miRNA sequences for less than 300 species. Furthermore, for approximately one third of such species, only 15 or fewer known miRNA sequences are available. Taken together, we conclude that there are insufficient training exemplars available for most species from which to train a miRNA classifier. While it is possible to train a miRNA classifier using data from a species that differs from the target species, we have previously shown that classification accuracy is reduced as the evolutionary distance between training and testing species increases [21] .
Semi-supervised ML presents an opportunity to create more effective miRNA classifiers, in the face of limited labeled training data. Emerging high-throughput techniques, such as NGS, are able to produce vast quantities of data describing expressed RNA sequences. The difficulty in using these data to develop miRNA classifiers lies in the fact that they are unlabeled: we do not know if these expressed sequences represent true miRNA or if they come from other sources, such as mRNA degradation or processing. Semi-supervised ML is able to learn from both the small amount of available labeled training data and also from the much larger volume of unlabeled data. This study examines two such approaches: multiview co-training and active learning.
The problem of miRNA prediction can be examined from two separate views, sequence-based or expressionbased, resulting in two independent feature sets describing the same classification problem. Recent methods, such as miPIE [22] and mirnovo [23] , have examined the use of integrated feature sets, that include both expression-and sequence-based features, and achieved substantial improvements in accuracy. However, the availability of two independent views of the problem enables the application of multi-view co-training (MVCT) approaches to semi-supervised ML [24] . In this approach, the available training data are used to create miRNA classifiers for each view separately. The classifiers are then applied to all available unlabeled data, and the highest confidence predictions are added to the training set of the alternate view. In this way, each view strengthens the classifier of the other view. This has been shown to be an effective way to avoid simply reinforcing the bias of a single classifier. Applications of MVCT within bioinformatics have been focused on the prediction of protein function [25] , prediction of breast cancer survivability [26] , detection of mis-localized proteins in human cancers [27] , gene expression classification [28] , cancer sample classification [29] , and phenotype prediction [30] . We have recently investigated the use of MVCT for increasing the accuracy of miRNA classifiers [31] . In that study, classifiers were trained for each view independently. A consensus prediction is then achieved by confidenceweighted voting among the two views. In the present paper, we instead investigate the use of MVCT for augmenting the starting labeled training set for a second stage of semisupervised learning using an integrated feature set.
While MVCT seeks to expand the available training data without any costly wet-lab validation, active learning seeks to identify those unlabeled samples that would be most beneficial to label, assuming that a limited budget is available for wet-lab validation experiments. Active learning is an iterative approach that begins by training a classifier using all available training data. The classifier is then applied to all unlabeled data and those points falling closest to the decision boundary are identified as candidates for subsequent experimental validation. By focusing on the points for which the classifier is most uncertain of their true class, maximal information can be gleaned for the classifier while minimizing wet-lab validation experiments. We have previously demonstrated the potential for active learning in miRNA classification [32] . In other areas of bioinformatics, active learning has been applied to drug discovery [33, 34] , gene expression profiling of cancer biopsies [35] and histopathological images [36, 37] , protein-protein interaction prediction [38, 39] , and the identification of novel substrates for enzymes [40] .
While both of these methods of semi-supervised ML have been shown to be effective in isolation, to our knowledge, they have not been explored in combination. The fact that MVCT focuses on adding unlabeled points to the training set for which the classifier is most confident, while active learning focuses on those unlabeled points for which the classifier is least confident, we hypothesize that these two methods are complementary. We hereby propose a novel semi-supervised approach for the classification of miRNA where a combination of active learning and multi-view co-training is used for increased classification performance.
We here conduct repeated cross-validation experiments to demonstrate that our proposed dual-stage semi-supervised approach reduces the number of labeled instances required in the training process thereby minimizing the overall cost of developing a miRNA predictor. Features are extracted from six diverse species to train and test predictors. The learning process consists of two stages, with an initial MVCT step followed by active learning. The individual contributions of each stage are quantified for each species and the combined pipeline is shown to be more effective than either MVCT or active learning applied separately. Final classification performance of the integrated semi-supervised pipeline, when constrained to using only 32 labeled training exemplars, is shown to surpass that of a state-of-the-art classifier trained with an unconstrained dataset.
This study represents the first published combination of MVCT and active learning into an integrated semi-supervised ML framework. While it is shown to be highly effective for miRNA classification, it is likely to be more broadly applicable. Source code is freely available on GitHub.
Results

Stage 1-Augmenting the labeled set using MVCT
The first stage of the integrated semi-supervised miRNA classification pipeline applies MVCT to the available training data. This is illustrated in the upper half of Fig. 1 . The purpose of this step is to maximally augment the datasets representing the two views of the problem without conducting any costly wet-lab experiments. For each of the six test species (see the "Methods" section), we assess the effectiveness of applying MVCT for miRNA classification. Although the goal of stage 1 is to augment the training set for stage 2, we evaluate the performance of both the sequence and expression-based views at each iteration of learning, as an indication of the increasing value of the growing training dataset.
Here, and throughout the study, performance is measured using the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) over a hold-out test set (see the "Methods" section). Results are presented in Table 1 , representing the mean performance of each view's classifier averaged over 100 experiments with randomly selected seed training sets of five positive and five negative training exemplars. During each iteration of MVCT, the most confident positive and negative predictions are added to the alternate view's training set.
As it can be observed from Table 1 , the AUPRC for both views of each species undergoes significant improvement after the 11 iterations of learning are completed. The human (hsa) and cow (bta) data sets exhibit the greatest increases in performance. For example, the human sequence-based classifier sees a 121% increase in AUPRC. MVCT appears to be least effective for the chicken (gga) and horse (eca) datasets. It should be noted that the initial classifiers for these two species were highly effective (AUPRC > 0.87) prior to application of MVCT, leaving little room for improvement. The increase in classifier performance is non-monotonic, although the trend is positive for all species. This indicates that the samples added to the training set during MVCT were correctly labeled in most instances.
The MVCT stage was run for 11 iterations for each species. Although dynamic stopping criteria are described in the literature, this choice was based on our previous analysis in [31] that showed that MVCT performance tends to asymptote after 11 iterations in human. This is here confirmed for cow (bta) using a learning curve in Fig. 2 , where performance is plotted for 15 iterations of MVCT. Results represent the mean AUPRC over 100 repetitions, where a different seed training set (5+/5− exemplars) is selected for each repetition. Performance asymptotes for both views after 11 iterations, justifying this parameter choice.
Stage 2-Active learning
In the second step, active learning was applied to the augmented labeled set resulting from MVCT in stage 1. The augmented training set is formed by the union of the training sets from each view from stage 1. By doing so, active learning was applied to an initial training set containing at most 54 labeled instances (seed set of 5+/5 − exemplars, plus 11 positive and 11 negative exemplars added to each view during MVCT). Eleven iterations of uncertainty-based active learning were applied and the AUPRC results for each iteration are presented in Table 2 . These results represent 100 repetitions of stage 1 and stage 2, where the starting dataset of stage 1 (MVCT) is drawn randomly in each repetition. As can be observed from Table 2 , all six experiments show an increase in performance as active learning is applied, when compared to the initial round. Statistical significance (t test, α < 0.05) was established for all species except for chicken (gga), which was the second smallest dataset. The most significant performance increase is observed in the human species where, after 11 iterations of active learning, a 15.9% increase is observed in performance compared to the initial classifier. Both cow and fruit fly miRNA classifiers also substantially improved in performance, undergoing 9.6% and 2.2% increases in performance, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates learning curves for two semi-supervised approaches on human: active learning alone (starting with five positive and five negative labeled training exemplars) and active learning applied to an MVCT-augmented version of the same initial training sets. As can be seen, not only does MVCT provide for an initial boost in classification accuracy, but active learning performance reaches near-optimal levels after only a small number of iterations. This illustrates the value of augmenting the starting seed training using MVCT prior to initiating the more costly active learning stage. In fact, when averaged across all six species, performance exceeding 11 iterations of active learning alone is achieved after only six iterations, effectively halving the cost of achieving the same miRNA classification performance. Figure 4 illustrates the incremental value of each stage of the proposed integrated semi-supervised ML pipeline.
All results in this figure represent the performance of a decision forest classifier using an integrated feature set, as used in miPIE [22] . Within each stacked bar chart, the baseline represents a classifier trained on a seed training set of only five positive and five negative exemplars. The second bar represents an equivalent classifier trained on a dataset augmented by MVCT (i.e., stage 1), while the final bar represents the same classifier after completing 11 iterations of active learning (stage 2).
From the results illustrated in Fig. 4 and reported in Table 2 , it is clear that active learning has increased classification performance over all six data sets. This performance increase, however, is clearly not consistent across all data sets. The reason for this variance in performance increase can be noted in the starting performance of each data set. The initial performance reported for each data set represents the final co-training classifier after 11 iterations of MVCT. For several species, the co-trained classifier has already achieved very high AUPRC, thus leaving little room for improvement through active learning. For example, for the chicken and horse species, which are the datasets with the least increase in performance after active learning, the average AUPRC after co-training and prior to active learning is already at 0.964 and 0.961, respectively. Comparing these numbers to that of the human and cow species at 0.779 and 0.865 respectively, this inconsistency in performance increase due to active learning can be clearly attributed to the performance achieved through MVCT in stage 1. Active learning is shown to be highly complementary here; it is most effective when MVCT was least effective. We next compared the effectiveness of our dual-stage semi-supervised method relative to two state-of-the-art miRNA classification tools: the miPIE [22] tool and the solo active learning method [32] . We here constrain these methods to 32 training exemplars in order to dedicate the same labeling budget to all methods to achieve a fair comparison. All tests on the two methods were repeated 100 times, with re-randomized data selection. Additionally, a comparison was performed against the well-known miRNA classification tool miRDeep2 [41] . miRDeep2 has previously been independently evaluated on seven data sets and shown to be one of the most effective state-of-the-art methods [42] . Since miRDeep2 has been previously trained on unrestricted training sets, we could not constrain its training data; thus, miRDeep2 represents a conservative benchmark. The results of these comparisons can be observed in Table 3 . The mean and standard deviation is given for each method except miRDeep2 since it was pre-trained.
As observed from Table 3 , the dual-stage semi-supervised pipeline substantially outperforms all three benchmark methods for all species tested. When compared to the miPIE and miRDeep2 miRNA classification tools, our method demonstrates an increased AUPRC of 4.2% and 8.3%, respectively, averaged over all six data sets. Also, when compared to a simple active learning approach without the benefit of a prior MVCT stage to augment its starting training dataset, our combination of co-training and active learning demonstrates an average increase of 1.5% in AUPRC. Although this increase in performance may seem relatively small, it must be considered that this is occurring at a very high-performance threshold. 
Discussion
In our experiments, we have created a dual-stage semisupervised framework for miRNA classification with a goal of minimizing the number of costly wet-lab annotations required while maximizing classification performance. The benefit of combining both MVCT and active learning into an integrated pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 4 . While we had previously examined the use of MVCT alone for increasing miRNA classification accuracy, it is used here instead to augment the training set for subsequent active learning. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the application of MVCT prior to active learning reduces by half the number of costly wet-lab annotations required to reach an equivalent performance to a traditional active learning approach. To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the first combined use of two semi-supervised ML approaches, MVCT and active learning, into an integrated classification pipeline. Random forest (RF) classifiers are used for both MVCT and active learning classifiers in this study. This choice is based on their strong performance in previous miRNA prediction studies [18, 43] . To confirm the suitability of RF classifiers for MVCT, we did a limited comparison with a support vector machine (SVM) classifier using a linear kernel for both the expression-and sequence-based views. RF was shown to outperform SVM over each of six iterations of MVCT using human data. Therefore, RF classifiers were used throughout this study. However, we expect that these semi-supervised methods will augment the performance of any underlying classification approach.
In Table 3 , our semi-supervised approach is also compared against two state-of-the-art miRNA classification tools, miPIE and miRDeep2. This comparison was performed in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in producing highly effective classifiers despite severe restrictions on the number of labeled samples required. Recall that our method does not require any costly wet-lab sample labeling experiments during the first MVCT stage, as all labels are derived from high- confidence predictions from the co-training classifiers. Thus, our entire labeling budget was limited to 32 labeled instances (10 from the initial co-training seed and 22 from the 11 iterations of active learning). Therefore, when comparing our method to the miPIE tool, we also limited its training set to only 32 labeled exemplars. Despite using the same number of labeled instances, it is observed that our method exhibits a 4.2% performance increase on average over all six data sets. When compared to the miRDeep2 tool (the de facto standard for miRNA prediction), our method outperforms this tool by 8.3% averaged over the six species. This performance increase is more impressive when one recalls that the miRDeep2 tool was trained on an unconstrained training set, whereas our method was limited to 32 labeled training exemplars, meaning we used a fraction of the tools labeled training set to obtain this improved performance. Overall, the results in Table 3 suggest that our semi-supervised pipeline approach is an effective way to train new miRNA predictors in the face of limited training data.
In the co-training step of our method, we have used a modified approach of the standard co-training model originally published by Blum et al. [24] . The original method maintains a single pool of labeled data, where the newly labeled samples from each view would be added to the single labeled pool at each iteration. In our approach, we maintain two independent labeled sets, one for each of the view, where after each iteration the newly labeled instance for one view is added directly to the other view's labeled set. The slight variation we have applied to our co-training method reduces the risk of convergence between the two views. This is important because convergence may lead to a rapid plateau of the performance of the co-training classifier. By creating non-overlapping labeled sets for each view, we ensure that the classifiers from the two views are learning from different and independent instances In active learning, there are two widely used strategies for query selection: certainty-based and uncertaintybased active learning. During our active learning stage, we implemented an uncertainty-based query approach, where the samples for which the classifier is most uncertain are selected for wet-lab labeling. This decision was based on findings from [32] , where it was demonstrated that an uncertainty-based query approach results in higher performance for miRNA classification.
During stage 1, separate classifiers are built for each view using disjoint feature sets. However, in stage 2, a single integrated feature set is used for all classifiers, since this was demonstrated previously to be more effective than either view in isolation [22, 32] . The integrated feature set contains both sequence and expression-based features in order to leverage the predictive ability of both sets of features.
The novel combination of multi-view co-training and active learning methods proposed here offers a number of advantages. By first applying co-training to the labeled set, we are able to expand the labeled training dataset without requiring any new wet-lab annotations. Therefore, this initial growth in the training set and commensurate improvement in classification accuracy comes at no cost, beyond compute time. The only computationally expensive operations in each iteration of semi-supervised ML are the retraining of a decision forest classifier and applying that classifier to a few hundred unlabeled sequences. Neither of these operations takes more than a few minutes on a standard workstation.
Another advantage of combining MVCT and uncertainty-based active learning is that they are complementary in terms of which unlabeled data are added to the training data. Initially, the MVCT classifier adds only the high-confidence predictions from each view. Once cotraining is complete, these high-confidence predictions form the seed training set for subsequent active learning, where an uncertainty-based query strategy is used, labeling only the least-confident instances. This combination of training examples allows for a wider range of evidence to be included in the training set, leading to improved classification performance.
The present study is the first reported combination of MVCT and active learning in an integrated pipeline. Other, more complex combinations of these two approaches to semi-supervised ML should be explored. For example, MVCT could be applied between each iteration of active learning to maximize the benefit derived from each round of costly wet-lab validation experiments. MVCT and active learning can also benefit from more dynamic stopping criteria based on the rate of change of the learning curve [31, 44] .
Conclusion
In this study, we have proposed a novel dual-stage semisupervised ML approach for miRNA classification. Here, MVCT is used to augment the initial labeled training set for subsequent application of active learning. The results of this approach are shown to out-perform the state-ofthe-art miRDeep2 and miPIE methods, where an increase in performance of 8.3% and 4.2% is observed in average AUPRC, respectively. A comparison is also performed against a simple active learning approach. The use of MVCT to first augment the training set is shown to be highly effective, exceeding the performance of active learning alone by 1.5%. Importantly, this increase in performance required fewer than half of the costly wetlab validation experiments to label training data for active learning alone. Therefore, evidence gathered in this paper suggests that the proposed semi-supervised framework is a highly effective approach for reducing miRNA classification costs while increasing performance. This method will be particularly effective when studying newly sequenced genomes or non-model species where few known miRNA are available for training miRNA classifiers.
To our knowledge, this study represents the first published combination of MVCT and active learning to form an integrated dual-stage semi-supervised ML pipeline and we expect that such an approach will be effective for other applications within bioinformatics and beyond.
Methods
Data set selection
Five data sources were utilized for the creation of testing and training sets for each of the species in this paper: NGS expression data, genomic data, known miRNAs, known coding regions, and other known functional noncoding RNA. Expression data were drawn from small RNA NGS experiment datasets from the NCBI GEO database [45] . Genomic sequences for all known "high confidence" miRNA were downloaded from miRbase (release 22) [20] . The full genome for each of the animal species was downloaded from the UCSC genome browser database [46] . Six different species were investigated: human, mouse, fruit-fly, cow, horse, and chicken. The data are summarized in Table 4 .
The true class of each sample was determined as in [32] . Briefly, miRDeep2's "mapper.pl" preprocessing script [41] mapped each read stack from the NGS data to the reference genome of the species. This produces a set of candidate pre-miRNA complete with their sequence, secondary structure, alignment to the reference genome, and collection of NGS reads mapping to the candidate pre-miRNA. Candidates that matched known miRNA sequences from miRBase [20] annotated as true positives. All the other candidate pre-miRNA formed the candidate negative set. Candidate negative sequences were confirmed to be negative if they matched exonic sequences from known coding regions (obtained from either Ensembl [47] or the NCBI GEO database [45] ). This definition of negative sequences was justified since sequences that are known to be mRNA fragments are unlikely to also form miRNA. A number of non-coding RNA (from Rfam [48] ), that had known function other than miRNA, were added to the negative data set to ensure that the predictor would not simply learn to recognize coding regions as negatives. The CD-HIT [49] program was used with a 90% sequence identity threshold to remove redundant and highly similar sequences from both positive and negative datasets. Table 4 summarizes the final data set composition for each of the species. Finally, for each species, the data were split into 80% for a training set and 20% for a holdout test set.
Feature set selection
The feature set selection approach utilized for the MVCT and active learning stages of our multi-stage approach differ slightly. Sequence-based features are obtained from HeteroMiRPred [50] , including sequencebased, secondary-structure-based, base-pair-based, triplet-sequence-structure-based, and structural-robustness-related features. Eight expression-based features, derived by [22] , were also included in both learners, comprising the following: (1) percentage of mature miRNA nts that are paired, (2) number of paired nts in the lower stem, (3) the percentage of RNA-seq reads in the pre-miRNA region (%reads) which are inconsistent with Dicer processing, (4) %reads that map to the loop region, (5) %reads that map to the mature miRNA region, (6) %reads that map to the miRNA* region, (7) %reads from precursor region that match Dicer processing, and (8) the total number of reads in the precursor region, normalized to experiment size.
For the co-training classifier, all eight expression-based features were used as the feature set of the expressionbased classifier. To create the sequence-based feature set, the most informative sequence-based features from HeteroMiRPred [50] were selected by applying the correlation-based feature subset selection method in the Weka package [51] using default parameters to all the training data from the six animal species. Only the training portion of the data that were used for feature selection (representing 80% of the total data) from all six species were used. This algorithm seeks to minimize the correlation between selected features while maximizing their predictive ability. This results in a vector of 32 sequenced-based features pertaining to minimum free energy derived features, sequence/structure triplet features, dinucleotide sequence motifs, and structural robustness features. [22] .
Classification pipeline
All classifiers in both the active learning and co-training stages of this experiment were built using the SKLearn random forest library [52] ; all parameters were set to default values except for the number of trees which was set to 500. Random forest classifiers have demonstrated excellent performance compared to other classifiers for the classification of miRNA [21, 43] .
Since semi-supervised ML approaches require a small labeled dataset and a larger unlabeled dataset, we simulated this scenario in the training set by selecting a small "seed" labeled training set of five positives and five negative samples. All remaining samples were considered to be unlabeled. During the active learning stage, the oracle simply examined the known withheld label, thereby requiring no actual wet-lab validation experiments.
Our semi-supervised approach consists of two stages of learning. The first step of our approach implements a MVCT learning algorithm. Multi-view co-training makes use of multiple views of a problem to create distinct classifiers-one for each view. In the case of miRNA classification, the two views are based on the features typically used to identify miRNA: sequence-based de novo prediction or expression-based NGS prediction. Each of the sequence and expression-based classifiers is initially trained on a small seed training set of five positive and five negative labeled samples. These classifiers are then applied to the larger unlabeled data set. The sample most confidently predicted to be positive and negative from each of these views are added to the training set of the alternate view without experimental validation. Optionally, more samples could be added per iteration which may expedite convergence. We limited the MVCT algorithm to selecting only two samples in each iteration to ensure that only high-confidence predictions were being included in subsequent training sets. For each dataset, multiple learning iterations of co-training are applied in order to increase the size of the labeled set for that experiment, in order to then perform active learning on a problem with a larger labeled set. In this study, 11 iterations of MVCT are performed; dynamic stopping criteria are also available [31, 44] . Therefore, the final labeled set for each view contained 32 labeled instances.
At the conclusion of the MVCT stage, the seed training set of the active learning classifier is created by taking the union of the final labeled data sets from each view. Thus, the seed training set contains 54 labeled samples (10 from the seed, and 22 from each view of cotraining). The intersection of the two MVCT unlabeled datasets forms the unlabeled dataset for subsequent active learning.
In the active learning stage, an uncertainty-based query strategy is used. Therefore, at each iteration, the single least confident positive and negative predictions will be selected for annotation by the oracle from among the unlabeled data at each iteration of learning. These will be the instances closest to the decision boundary. Once the true classes of the samples are determined, they are removed from the unlabeled set and are added to the training set. This procedure is repeated throughout the iterations. After each iteration, the model is retrained on the new training set and the performance of the classifier is noted in the learning curve of the classifier. As with the MVCT stage, 11 iterations of active learning were completed. Performance at each iteration is computed using the 20% holdout test set. The performance of the active learning classifier represents the final performance of our method. To compute standard deviations of performance metrics, the entire dual-stage pipeline was simulated 100 times, each time starting with a different random selection for the seed training set of five positive and five negative samples. A flowchart of the described method is presented in Fig. 1 .
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